DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES AND POLICY

graduate studies

MS in Environmental Sciences and Policy (MESP) / 1 YEAR / This program offers a combination of scientific, technological and policy training, preparing students for careers in a wide range of environment-related fields. The aim is to provide graduates with an understanding of how to approach environmental challenges and contribute to the design and implementation of sound and sustainable policies.

敛 envsci.ceu.edu/master-science-environmental-sciences-and-policy-mesp

MS in Environmental Sciences, Policy and Management (MESPOM) / 2 YEARS / The program prepares students to identify and implement solutions for complex environmental challenges, especially in international contexts. It is operated by CEU, Lund University (Sweden), the University of Manchester (UK), and the University of the Aegean (Greece).

敛 mespom.eu

PhD in Environmental Sciences and Policy / The doctoral program offers an exceptional opportunity to pursue in-depth fundamental and applied research and address some of the world’s most urgent environmental challenges. Our graduates emerge from the program with a nuanced understanding of diverse approaches to environmental sustainability problems, extensive practical research experience, professional networks and analytical and critical thinking skills.

敛 envsci.ceu.edu/doctoral-program

*** What would it take to reach sustainable development goals? *** How can a country’s waste management system be optimized for a circular economy? *** How do we use global environmental governance to effectively manage common-pool resources? *** How does the environmental discourse on sustainable development influence the willingness of businesses to transition to more environmentally-friendly practices? *** How can improved energy access in rural areas in Sub-Saharan Africa...

"The department brings together students and professors of diverse backgrounds from all over the world, which enriches you both as a professional and as a person. One of the most important lessons I learned here is to always try to understand the context and perspectives behind environmental decisions. The classes featured case studies from every continent and considered political, economic and social factors that are often neglected in scientific discussions, while teaching me how to translate environmental knowledge into policy and social action." - MARICRUZ VARGAS, Costa Rica

EARN A DEGREE ACCREDITED IN AUSTRIA AND THE U.S.

RESEARCH CLUSTERS

* Energy transitions and climate change
* Environmental governance, politics and justice
* Resource and disaster management and pollution control
* Sustainable management of socio-ecological systems
SPARK YOUR CAREER
WHERE OUR MASTER’S GRADUATES WORK

**29.3%** Business, Finance, Consulting, Management, Manufacturing and Sales

**26.7%** Education and Research

**25.0%** Agriculture, Philanthropy, Food Impact, International Development and Humanitarian Aid

**17.5%** Government, Law, International Affairs and Public Policy

**15%** Arts, Media, Journalism, Sports, Environment and Production

**Skills Our Students Gain**

- Transferable skills: Qualitative and quantitative analysis, Presentation skills, Persuasive communication, Policy analysis, Teamwork and team leadership

- Professional skills: Integrated environmental assessment, Geospatial analysis, Environmental monitoring and reporting, Scenario analysis

**FUND YOUR STUDIES**

Access to education is one of CEU’s core values. It guides us in setting as affordable tuition fees as possible - without impacting the quality of the education we provide. Each year CEU offers talented master’s students generous, merit-based, partial tuition awards and scholarships to help them focus on their studies. [Doctoral scholarships include a full tuition award and a monthly stipend for living expenses.](ceu.edu/financialaid)

**APPLY**

- [ceu.edu/apply](ceu.edu/apply)
- Application form
- CV
- Proof of English proficiency
- Letters of recommendation

**Program-Specific Requirements / Master’s Programs**

- Bachelor’s degree, ideally in environmental studies or a closely related field
- Candidates with a bachelor’s degree in agricultural studies, social sciences, legal and administrative studies, economics, engineering or natural sciences will also be considered if they show commitment to environmental challenges (usually through voluntary or professional work)
- Statement of purpose

**Doctoral Program**

- Master’s degree in a related field
- Research proposal
- Statement of purpose

**Sample Institutions for Further Study**

- Chalmers University of Technology
- Cranfield University
- Ghent University
- University of Bern
- University of Bergen
- Wageningen University & Research

**50%** English-language degree programs. Students and faculty from 100+ countries, 18,000+ alumni across 6 continents. Accredited in Austria and the United States. 7:1 student/faculty ratio. Based in Vienna, the heart of Europe.

---
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